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Unusual jobs 

Waterslide testers have a

great responsibility but

also a great risk. It is a job

that needs a lot of

attention.

Waterslide testers have to

test the slide 100 times to

be sure that there won’t be

any accidents in the future.

Of course no one can

confirm this as every day

we hear of many accidents

some of which even lead to

death.

Waterslide tester

Testers will also have

to be careful for their

own lives. It’s a scary

idea that somewhere a

screw might not be

screwed in properly

but everything is

based on a plan.

Their salary is high.

They can earn up to

25000€ a year, so it

comes out to around

2000€ a month.

Peggy Prifti

C’ Senior



I will never do this job because you

only sit in a chair or a sofa and

watch movies and series for the rest

of your life, I don’t know someone

who does this job.

Movie Watcher

Ilias Katsaros 

C’ Senior

The most unusual job that I have

heard of is the Movie Watcher. It’s

true! Some people get paid to

watch movies and series. Though

somewhat rare to come by, Netflix

has a role titled “editorial analyst”,

which entails watching, rating,

tagging annotating their shows.

Dream job or what?

The world says that TV

is bad for your eyes and

by the way is true and

some people do this for

living! I think that this

job is weird because if

you watch TV for a lot

of hours you get tired

and your eyes will hurt.

Their salary varies and

it is their choice how

much money they earn.

I think that it isn’t fair

because some people

work very hard to live

and they only earn little

money.



These drivers can earn at least

500000$ a year and they pass

all year long travelling all

around the world. In my

opinion these people are the

best because they have one of

the most exciting jobs ever.

Racing driver

Marios Zera

C’ Senior

One of the most rare jobs is that

of a racing driver. This is a job

everyone sees as a hobby or a

sport, but it really is not. There

are many categories of

Motorsport and each one

requires different driving skills.

Every driver has its own way of

driving and has to pass 3 tests in

order to take part in a race.

One of the most well known is

the DTM category. DTM

(Deutsche Tourenwagen

Masters) in English stands for

German Touring Car Masters.

The drivers here have to do

things before they get a seat.

First, they have to obtain an

F1 class driver’s license. Then,

they have to pass some tests.

After that, they have to try

the car and then deposit

50000$ to make a contract.



Our heroes are back with a

brand new challenge and a lot

of mystery. Jack and John are

preparing for middle school

and everything is quiet in the

neighborhood.

The previous day they were

very nervous because the new

school year will be very

different. The first day at

school was very weird because

they found out that there is

another detective in their

school. The kid’s name is Mike

and he’s 2 years bigger than

the boys. They discovered

that there is a new case!

Someone steals the newspapers

from the store near the school.

Mike wants to steal the case

from the boys but the boys are

determined to solve the case

and win the duel. The boys

were looking everywhere in the

town to find and to solve the

case faster than Mike.

Mystic two STRIKE back!

Ilias Katsaros 

C’ Senior



After a long time searching

they found out that the

newspapers are in an

abandoned warehouse. They

entered the warehouse and

suddenly they saw Mike who

was already there. They heard

a noise and saw the newspaper’s

thief that was trying to trap

them. John said “ I think that

the duel must stop! We can all

be a team together!” and Mike

said “I think that good

detectives should cooperate to

catch the villains!”

Mike had brought his bike so he

took it to get to the nearest

police station while the kids

were distracting the thief.

Finally, the police came to the

warehouse and caught the thief.

The police officers

congratulated the boys and

they became front page of their

school newspaper and heroes of

the town.



Do you feel  hungry??  

You are in the right  place! ! !

My favorite food is spinach with tomato sauce.

Cook the spinach with: Onion, spinach (of  course), tomatoes, salt, 

paper, rice, oil and lemon.

It has to be cooked for half  an hour. Easy, healthy and delicious!!

Dimitra Pasvaga

B’ Senior

AA secret recipe

First we put water, salt, ground beef, onion, garlic, pepper and parsley 

and we mix. Later we start making the dough.  We need flour, egg and 

water. We mix and we knead.  We mold the dough and cut it with a 

glass and we put the beef  inside.  We close it.  In boiling water add 

dough with the ground beef  and boil it for ten minutes.

Don’t ask me ……I’m not going to tell what is it 

Jim Bakoulis B’ Senior

Spice Cup cakes

First, you use one cup of  milk, flour, one egg and salt. Then, 

you use cheese and turkey.

Finally, bake it for twenty minutes at 180 C

Georgia Bertsoukli

B’ Senior

How to make an English Cake

Get 2 eggs, 2 teaspoon salt 1 teaspoon vanilla, 1 teaspoon of  fresh 

orange peel, ½ cup of  yogurt, ½ cup of  fresh orange juice, 1 pack 

of  sweetened fruits peel or ½ cup of  patisins and walnut, ½ cup 

of  oil 1 ¼ cup  of  sugar and 2 cups of  flour.  Put all the 

ingredients in a bowl and mix them well! Then heat the oven to 

180 C and bake for 35’

And you have just baked an English cake!!!!

Alex Skora

B’ Senior



STILL hungry??  

STILL in the right  place! ! !

My favorite recipe is the Greek souvlaki. Its 

recipe is very easy, you bake a pita and fry 

fresh potatoes and you can put whatever you 

want in it.  The most common filling is 

tzatziki sauce. You cook the Greek gyro for 

30’ and when we have prepared all the 

ingredients, we put them all inside the pita, 

wrap it with a little greaseproof  paper and 

the Greek souvlaki is ready!!  

Bill Pasvagas

B’ Senior

Chocolate balls

Ingredients you’ ll need: milk, butter chocolate.

First, you are going to put the ingredients in a bowl and heat them 

in the microwave for 1’.  Then you are going to make little balls 

from this mix.  Next sprinkle them with chocolate sprinkles. After 

that you are going to put them in the fridge.

Fainareti Chronaki

B’ Senior

Tortilla

Ingredients you’ ll need: tortilla, vegetables, ham, cheese and 

sauce.  

First you are going to lay flat the tortilla.  Then you spread the 

sauce, you put the ham, the cheese and the vegetables.  Next roll 

the tortilla and eating it! Mmmmmmm It is delicious!!!

Fainareti Chronaki

B’ Senior



Zakynthos is the third

largest Greek island in the

Ionian sea after Corfu and

Kefallonia. From May to

October it rarely rains and

temperatures are between

30-40 C.

One of the reasons you can

visit Zakynthos is because in

the southern part of the

island there are the turtles

CARETTA-CARETTA. It’s

a rare category protected by

Greek law. In the western

part of the island there is the

seal MONACHUS-

MONACHUS which is also

protected by the local

government.

The cuisine of Zakynthos is

characterized by garlic

which is included in all

their dishes, while their

characteristic sweet is the

mandolato. The Venetians

influenced Zakynthos

(Zante in Italian) with their

food, as they brought to the

island corn, tomatoes,

beans, peppers, potatoes as

well as coffee, chocolate and

much more.

Zakynthos 
Peggy Prifti

C’ Senior 



Finally, don’t forget to visit

NAVAGIO, one of the most

beautiful sights you can see.

The coast is made of

millions of small stones and

of the blue shades of the

sea. It looks unique and the

ship as if it was put there by

the hand of an artist. You

can only visit it by sea

because it’s covered by

rocks.

The ship was found on 5th

October 1980 by Economic

Police patrol boat and

found to be carrying

contraband cigarettes.

Before the setting the coast

was called Ai Giorgis, while

now it is known as the “

Navagio”.

You must definitely see the

view from the Cape!

Cape Keri is a place on the

island of Zakynthos mostly

extended to the south. Most

characteristic points are

two rocks protruding from

the sea and the lighthouse.

Cape Keri is a cliff coast, so

you can't get to the sea. You

can only come to the edge

of the cliff and enjoy the

view.



Portugal
Katsaros Jim

C’ Senior

Portugal, or the Portuguese

Republic, is a country in

Southern Europe and was

founded in 1143.

The mainland is located at

the southwestern and of the

Iberian Peninsula and

borders Spain, while it is

wetted to the west and

south by the Atlantic.

Portugal has 10,33 millions

inhabitants and its capital,

Lisbon, has 504.718.

The climate is characterized

by mild winters and

pleasant summers.



Fado music is Portugal's

musical pride. The musical

genre, which hides the

history of Lisbon and

Coimbra, is the most

recognised music of

Portugal and is considered a

national treasure.

The most touristic cities

of Portugal are Lisbon

its capital, Porto which

is the second largest

city, Algarve, Madeira,

Sintra, Óbidos, Fátima,

Coimbra and Azores.

The most popular foods and

sweets are pastel de nata a

sweet that has a history of

200years, Polvo à Lagareiro,

Porco preto, Sardinhas

assadas, bacalao salted,

polvo a lagareiro, piri piri

chicken and many more.



Apart from rice, a staple

includes noodles, such as soda

and udon.

Japanese Cuisine

John Geladas

B’ Senior 

The traditional cuisine of

Japan is based on rice with

miso soup and other dishes;

there is an emphasis on

seasonal ingredients. Side

dishes often consist of fish,

pickled vegetables, and

vegetables cooked in broth.

Seafood is common, often

grilled, but also served raw as

sashimi or in sushi. Seafood and

vegetables are also deep-fried in

a light batter, as tempura.

Ramen is a Japanese noodle

dish. It consists of Chinese-

style wheat noodles served in a

broth; common flavors are soy

sauce and miso, with typical

toppings including sliced pork,

nori (dried seaweed), menma

(bamboo shoots), and scallions.



Tempura is a typical Japanese

dish that usually consists of

seafood and vegetables.

as vegetables and any meat, but

most commonly seafood, often

raw but can be cooked. Styles

of sushi and its presentation

vary widely, but the one key

ingredient is sushi rice.

Sushi is a Japanese dish of  prepared vinegared rice, usually 

with some sugar and salt, plus a variety of  ingredients, such



The history of  BMW

Nikos Naska

C’ Senior The official founding date of

the German automobile

manufacturer BMW is 7

March 1916 when the

aircraft manufacturing

company Bayerische

Flugzeugwerke was founded.

This company was renamed

to Bayerische Motoren

Werke (BMW) in 1922.

However, the BMW name

dates back to 1917, when

Rapp Motorenwerke changed

its name to Bayerische

Motoren Werke. BMW's first

product was a straight-six

aircraft engine called the

BMV IIIa.

After the end of World

War I, BMW remained in

business by producing

motorcycle engines, farm

equipment, household

items and railway brakes.

The company produced its

first motorcycle, the

BMW R32, in 1923.



During the 1930s, BMW

expanded its sights to

sports cars and larger

luxury cars. BMW also

produced other cars and

thus became one of the

biggest German car

brands.

BMW became a car

manufacturer in 1928 when it

bought Fahrzeuafabrik

Eisenach , which at the time

built Austin Sevens under

license (under the Dixi brand).

The first car sold as a BMW

was a rebadged Dixi called the

BMW 3/15.

In 1960, the development

program began for a new

range of models, called the

"Neue Klasse" (New Class)

project.

BMW released their first

electric car, the BMWi3

city car, in 2013



In the 2nd century BC

Hipparchus of Nicea made a

number of contributions,

including the first measurement

of precession and the

compilation of the first star

catalog in which he proposed the

modern system of apparent

magnitudes.

Ancient Greek mathematics

contributed many important

developments to the field of

mathematics, including the basic

rules of geometry, the idea of

formal mathematical proof, and

discoveries in number theory,

mathematical analysis, applied

mathematics, and approached

close to establishing integral

calculus.

Science and Technology 

in Ancient Greece

The discoveries of several Greek mathematicians, including

Pythagoras, Euclid, and Archimedes, are still used in

mathematical teaching today.

Zinon Papazogonopoulos

D’ Class 



The Antikythera mechanism,

a device for calculating the

movements of planets, dates

from about 80 BC and was the

first ancestor of the

astronomical computer .

The original mechanism is

displayed in the Bronze

collection of the National

Archaeological Museum of

Athens, accompanied by a

replica.

The device became famous for its

use of a differential gear, previously

believed to have been invented in

the 16th century, and the

miniaturization and complexity of

its parts, comparable to a clock

made in the 18th century.

It was discovered in an ancient shipwreck off the Greek island

of Antikythera, between Kythera and Crete.



C H E R N O B Y L

2 6 / 4 / 8 6
Stratos Plafoutzis

C’ Senior

Εven though the accident

occurred in Ukraine, Belarus

absorbed 70% of the

radioactivity. To cover the

reactor they placed a large

structure like a turtle shell, with

a silver color so that no more

radioactivity is exposed. It was

so big that it towered over the

Statue of Liberty and weighed

three times more than the Eiffel

Tower. This building cost a total

of 21€ billion.

Even though the levels of

radioactivity were increasing

some people in the village of

Pripyat decided to stay in the

buried village. But for the

radiation they could not eat

animal products, such as, milk,

cheese and especially meat, fruits,

vegetables and generally what

you produce from nature.

In 1986’s in Ukraine the nuclear

reactor I Chernobyl factory

exploded. It was one of the

biggest nuclear accidents.

The neighboring village Pripyat

will remain uninhabited for the

next 3000 years to get rid of the

radioactivity and the other

village Kopaci was buried in the

explosion.

The dead of this accident reached

2000 and another 28 were found

2 years later. Most of the people

who died were men of the factory

and fire fighters who went to put

out the nuclear fire that had

ignited above the reactors 4 that

they blew up.



Ledion Agalliu

C’ Senior

How the world 

will look like in 2050

People might be more

connected globally, but

international relations could

also face uncertainties.

Overall, while exciting

advancements are

anticipated, how we handle

issues like the environment,

technology’s impact and

global cooperation will

greatly influence the world

in 2050.

In 2050, the world is

expected to be more

technologically advanced

with renewable energy,

smarter cities and improved

healthcare.

Robots and Artificial

Intelligence might play

bigger roles in our daily

lives.

Efforts to tackle climate

change could lead to greener

practices and sustainable

living.

However, there may be

challenges like job changes

due to automation.



Secondly, it’s important that

they have to be generous and

willing to help. For instance,

they must keep a family

together and have the ability

to keep the peace at home.

This is as valuable as giving

gifts to their family. The

family members would be

happier and appreciate the

love they receive.

To sum up, grandparents are

as important as parents,

because their role is as

important .

Grandparents 

Pavlos Farooqui

B2  
Grandparents play an

important role in family life

since they are approachable,

but the question is, what

makes a good grandparent?

First of all, a grandparent

should be patient and friendly

with their grandchild. Young

grandchildren might be

naughty, thus grandparents

need to repress their anger so

they won’t hurt them.

Furthermore, they could share

their knowledge and give them

advice about future life. In

this way, children will get

mature faster and know when

to act according to the

situation.



I’d definitely recommend going there, especially if you plan to go

with friends. It will be an unforgettable experience!

The Waterboom festival

If you love music and water,

then the Waterboom Festival is

the place for you. It’s a huge

venue and it takes place in the

OAKA stadium, Athens. It’s

the number-one choice for rap

concerts.

Every summer, many well-

known artists perform there.

From rappers to pop singers,

they can all be found in the

Waterboom Festival. Music isn’t

the only reason why this festival

is so famous though. People can

also meet their favorite artists

and influencers, talk to them

and get autographs. That’s

amazing, isn’t it?

Last but not least, there are

water splashes everywhere, so

visitors must be prepared!

For me, the best thing about

the Waterboom Festival is its

refreshing atmosphere. It’s the

best place to go to during the

hot summer days, as you and

your friends both hang out and

cool down during hot summer

nights.

Nikos M.

B2



Disneyland Paris was built in

1992. It is a huge theme park. It

consists of two big parks: Park

Disneyland and Walt Disney

Studios.

Disneyland Paris 

Evaggelia Vintzilaiou

B’ senior

People who visit Disneyland

feel like children and children

feel like Disney heroes,

everything inside the park is

fairytale-like.

Disneyland is divided into

five themed “lands”: Main

street, Fantasy land, Frontier

land, Adventure land and

Discovery land. Disney land

is like many luna parks

combined.

I believe that it is the most

beautiful experience that anyone

can live!



The history and evolution 

of  AEK Athens

AEK’s first president,

Konstantinos Spanoudis, a

journalist and associate of

the prime minister Eleftherios

Venizelos, petitioned the

government to set aside land

for the establishment of a

sports ground.

AEK Athens was established by

Greek refugees from

Constantinople in 1924. The

founders of AEK met at the

athletic shop “Lux” owned by

Emilios Ionas and Konstatninos

Dimopoulos on Veranzerou

Street and created AEK.
Their intention was to create a club that probided athletic and

cultural diversions for the thousands of Constantinopolitan

refugees who had settled in the new suburbs of Athens, including

Nea Filadelfia, Nea Ionia & Nea Smirni.

George Lioliakis

D’ Class



UEFA EURO

Albi Agalliu

C’ SeniorThe UEFA European Football

Championship is a football

tournament which takes place

every 4 years in different

countries. The first Euro was

held in France in 1960. It was

won by the Soviet Union, who

beat Yugoslavia 2-1 in Paris

after extra time.
It is the most important

international tournament for

Europe. It is the second

most watched by a global

audience of around 300

million. It was originally

called the European Nations

Cup before changing to Euro

in 1968.

Before entering the

tournament, all teams, apart

from the team of the country

hosting the tournament,

compete in a qualifying

process.



A fun fact is that 2020 Euro

was cancelled because of

Covid-19. UEFA changed the

year and the tournament was

postponed to June and July

2021.

Nations that had won the

tournament is the Soviet

Union once, Spain three

times, Greece once, Germany

two times, France two times,

Portugal once, Danemark

once, Italy two times,

Netherlands once and

Czechoslovakia once.

Euro 2024 is the newest

Euro Germany will host. 24

teams will be taking part.

The finals will be held in

Olympiastadion in Berlin

with a capacity of 75000

viewers.

Some of the most iconic

players that have taken part

in Euro is Zidon, Ronaldo,

Buffon, Balatelli, Xavi,

Inesta, Bale and many

others.



After the class survey, we learnt that most students get

very angry when someone is nasty to them and also when

someone grabs something out of their hands.

Some students get quite angry when your friend lies to

them, also when people talk to them or generally while

they are watching a film.

Not many students get angry when their parents take

their phones away or want something but their parents

won’t let them have it.

Our tips to students who get angry are to breath slowly, to

go for a walk or to do some sport and talk to an adult or

friend.

Enjoy our C Senior’s SURVEY



COMICS & SUPER 
HEROES CORNER





Ilias Katsaros 

C’ Senior



Stratos Plafoutzis

C’ Senior



Our B senior’s Superheroes 

My superhero’s name is

Zablack, he was born in

the planet sun. he wears a

black costume because his

skin is so shiny which

makes you blind. His

superpowers are to make

things hot, he can make

flames come out of his

fingers and reads people’s

brains. He has a special

belt which makes him fast.

John Geladas

My superhero is Flower

Girl. Flower Girl is strong.

She wears orange and blue

clothes. She’s got special

flying gloves which help her

fly. She is very fit. She has

got magic hair which helps

her catch bad people. In

real life, Flower Girl is my

mum. She is very

beautiful! When she hears

about a problem, she turns

into Flower Girl. Flower

Girl is a great superhero

because she is kind and she

wants to save the world. I

think she’s a superhero

who everyone will love!!!

Evaggelia Vintzilaiou

My superhero is Familiar. Familiar is short. He wears red clothes

and a red hat. He’s got a special armor which helps him go

underground. He is very strong and he is good at karate. He has

got a magic gun which help him catch bad people. In real life,

familiar is a student. He is clever and is good at science and

maths. When he hears about a problem, he turns into Familiar. I

think Familiar is a great superhero because he is kind and he

wants to save the world. I think he’s a superhero who everyone

will love! Chris Bilalis



My superhero’s name is Moneyman. His costume is made of

money and it’s colorful. He wears mask made of gold and golden

boots. He is tall and he’s got black hair. He has a lot of money

in his pockets. He can fly and he helps people who need money.

He also has a gun that shoots coins. In his real life Moneyman

goes shopping and he is a rich football player. He has a family

and a little son. I like Moneyman because he has a lot of money

and he can help people all over the world because he can fly. Bill

Pasvagas

My superhero is vet boy. Vet boy is tall. He wears black and red

clothes. He can fly with his boots. He fights villains every day

and he helps good people. In real life he is a vet. Vet boy turns

into a superhero when someone needs his help or when he sees

bad people. My superhero is strong, heavy, healthy, beautiful and

pink. I like him beacause he is strong, heavy and healthy.

Jim Bakoulis



My superhero is Blackgirl. Blackgirl is tall. She wears black

clothes and black bracelets. She’s got special boots which help

her fly. She is very strong and she is very brave.

In real life, Blackgirl is a teacher. I think she’s a superhero

who everyone will love!!

Georgia Bertsoukli

I don’t have a favorite superhero………I am a superhero!!!!

Name: Iteraniaf

Age: 13

Origins: Eternalia

Powers: I am telepathic so I repair electric devices, I can

understand the feelings of other people, I can run very fast, I

can breath underwater and I can speak the language of

animals.

Eternalia is the land of elves. The elves wear a cape which is in

different colors. My color is purple. Each of the elves have

boots with their name on them. The girl-elves wear a dress

which is in their favorite color. The boy-elves wear a trouser

and a shirt in their favorite color. In real life I am a student

who goes to foxfair school in Eternalia.

I think Iteraniaf is a great superhero because it is an elf and its

magic is good!

Fainareti Chronaki



F

Georgia Bertsoukli

I can take an order. I’m wearing

a white shirt and I get the foods.

I am

a/an………………………….

B Senior’s QUIZ

CAN YOU GUESS  MY JOB?

A

Evaggelia Vintzileou

I love animals. I like my job

because I can help sick animals. I

believe that pets are people’s best

friends. I am a/an ……………….

Fainareti Chronaki

I love animals a lot. In my job take

care of them. I work early in the

morning until late at night. In my

free time I listen to music and

relax. I am a/an

………………………….

Dimitra Pasvaga

I work till late at night. I learn

about new things quickly. In my

free time I like reading books about

wild animals. I am

a/an………………………….

B

Jim Bakoulis

I go to houses quickly and I put out

the fire. I work every day. I never

go to bed early. In my free time I

sleep, I play card games and I solve

puzzles. I can even do the hard ones.

I am a/an……………….

C

John Geladas

I can control my feelings. Many

people know me. My job gives me a

lot of money. I am a/an

………………………….

D

Bill Pasvagas

I can save lives. I am a person

who can save lives from major

diseases, but I must also know

English because people from all

over the world will come. I wake

up early because I have to prepare

my tools. This job is very

difficult. I am

a/an………………………….

E

Chris Bilalis

I collect information. I interview

important people. I share

information by TV or radio. I am

a/an………………………….

Keys

A.veterinary B.fireman C.actor D.doctor E.

journalist F.waiter 



S ea r c h f o r th e wo r d s



S ea r c h f o r t h e wo r d s



S ea r c h f o r th e wo r d s

SUMMER



Let’s have some fun!



It was oral examination. The class teacher asked various questions to 

the students. 

She asked Tom, ‘Can you tell me a name of  an animal that starts with 

alphabet ‘E’?

Tom replied ‘ELEPHANT’

Teacher asked him again to name an animal that starts with 

alphabet ‘T’. 

Tom replied ‘Two Elephants’

Teacher asked him the same question. 

Tom replied ‘Ten Elephants’

Annoyed teacher, asked him name an animal that starts with 

alphabet ‘M’

Tom replied ‘Mother Elephant’

The angry teacher repeated the same question. 

Cool Tom replied ‘May be an elephant’

Let’s have more fun!



1. Get organized

2. Don't skip class

3. Take notes

4. Talk to your teacher & ask questions

5. Space out your studying

6. Create a study plan – & stick to it

7. Don't just re-read but study

8. Set up a quiet study space

*The photos and some of the articles included in this magazine were taken from the internet 

The team


